
Founding Cryptography on Oblivious TransferJoe Kilian�MITAbstractSuppose your netmail is being erratically cen-sored by Captain Yossarian. Whenever you senda message, he censors each bit of the message withprobability 12 , replacing each censored bit by somereserved character. Well versed in such conceptsas redundancy, this is no real problem to you. Thequestion is, can it actually be turned around andused to your advantage? We answer this questionstrongly in the a�rmative. We show that this pro-tocol, more commonly known as oblivious transfer,can be used to simulate a more sophisticated pro-tocol, known as oblivious circuit evaluation([Y]).We also show that with such a communicationchannel, one can have completely noninteractivezero-knowledge proofs of statements in NP. Theseresults do not use any complexity-theoretic as-sumptions. We can show that they have applic-ations to a variety of models in which oblivioustransfer can be done.1 Introduction1.1 Eliminating assumptions: theproblem at hand.Cryptographers seldom sleep well([M]). Theircareers are frequently based on very precisecomplexity-theoretic assumptions, which could beshattered the next morning. A polynomial time al-gorithm for factoring would certainly prove morecrushing than any paltry uctuation of the DowJones. The e�ect a proof that P = NP would haveis unspeakable.�Research supported in part by a Fannie and John Hertzfoundation fellowship, and NSF grant 865727-CCR. Someof this research was done while working at BellCore.

More recently, cryptographers have managedto hedge their investments. There have been someexciting new results on proving completeness the-orems for multi-party protocols, due to [BGW],and [CCD]. In the area of interactive proof theory,a multi-party generalization of interactive proofsystems has also been proposed [BGKW] (also,[FRS]) in which anything provable can be provenin zero-knowledge.Two-party protocol problems have experiencedno such breakthrough. The multi-party protocolsdo not work if half the players are malicious or try-ing to get information. Hence, they do not applyto the two-party case. While there is a very ma-ture theory of two-party protocols(notably, [Y] and[GMW1]),the vast majority of the work rests onvarious cryptographic assumptions. The best thathas been done so far is to prove theorems basedon more general cryptographic assumptions, suchas \trapdoor functions exist," rather than speci�cassumptions, such as \factoring is hard." Unfor-tunately, reductions to intractibility assumptionsis the best we can do in the standard model.Why are two-party protocol problems sodi�cult?The reason two-party protocol problems are sodi�cult is due to a simple symmetry condition onwhat players know about each others data. Bothparties possess the entire transcript of the conver-sation that has taken place between them. Thus,in a protocol between A and B, A can determ-ine exactly what B knows about A's data. Be-cause of this knowledge symmetry condition, thereare impossibility proofs for seemingly trivial prob-lems. Cryptographic protocols \cheat" by settingup situations in which A may determine exactlywhat B can infer about her data, from an inform-ation theoretic point of view, but does not knowwhat he can easily (i.e. in probabilistic polynomialPage 1



time) infer about her data. From an informationtheoretic point of view, of course, nothing has beenaccomplished. A message encrypted using a one-way permutation, for example, might as well besent in the clear in terms of information theory.1.2 The motivation for our work.Given the impossibility of solving a host of two-party protocol problems (in the information theor-etic sense), some natural questions arise:� What can we say about the structure of two-party protocol problems? As with conven-tional complexity classes, we can ask aboutwhich problems are reducible to which oth-ers.� Suppose we have some way of breaking theknowledge symmetry condition. What prob-lems become tractable?� Can knowledge symmetry breaking be im-plemented and used as a building block inmulti-party scenarios?This abstract represents a �rst step towardsanswering these questions. We consider a verysimple game between two parties, known as obli-vious transfer. This game, �rst introduced by Ra-bin [R], is one of the simplest games which violatesthe symmetry condition. We study how this gameapplies to some much more sophisticated prob-lems: Oblivious Circuit Evaluation [Y], and Zero-Knowledge Proof Systems [GMR,GMW,FM]. Wealso note that this work can be applied to multi-prover scenarios.1.3 Previous WorkOur work touches on the areas of oblivious trans-fer, oblivious transfer, and oblivious circuit com-putation. This represents a vast body of research,which we will try to briey review here.Oblivious transfer was �rst implemented in thecryptographic scenario by Rabin[R]. This imple-mentation was based on the di�culty of factor-ing, and only worked for honest parties. Fischer,Micali, and Racko�[FMR] presented the �rst ob-livious transfer protcol based on factoring and ro-bust against computationally bounded adversar-ies. This protocol was also based on the di�culty

of factoring. Finally, Even,Goldreich, and Lem-pel[EGL] reduced the intractibility assumption tothe existence of trapdoor permutations. These re-ductions are all cryptographic in nature.Oblivious circuit evaluation, �rst introducedby Yao[Y], is a technique whereby two parties A,who knows some number i, and B, who knowssome number j, evaluates a circuit C(i; j). At theend of the protocol, player B learns the value ofC(i; j), but learns nothing about i but what hecan infer from knowing j and C(i; j). Player Alearns nothing. In this paper, we are exclusivelyinterested in the two-party scenario.Several implementation of oblivious circuitevaluation in the two-party scenario appear in theliterature. Yao's �rst implementation relies onthe intractibility of factoring. Later, Goldreich,Micali, and Wigderson[GMW] implemented obli-vious circuit evaluation based on the existence oftrapdoor permutations. E�ciency improvementsappear in Abadi-Feigenbaum[AF], Galil-Haber-Yung[GHY], and Goldreich-Vainish[GV]. Chaum-Damgard-Van de Graaf[CDV] address the issue ofprotecting an individual's privacy information the-oretically.These implementations rely on cryptographicassumptions other than existence of oblivioustransfer. Goldreich-Vainish gives a very simpleinformation-theoretic reduction from oblivious cir-cuit evaluation to oblivious transfer. However,this reduction only works in the case where all theparties involved are honest.Interactive proof systems, and zero knowledgeproof systems were introduced by Goldwasser,Micali, and Racko�[GMR]. Goldreich, Micali, andWigderson[GMW1] showed that if one-way func-tions exist, then every language in NP has a zeroknowledge proof system. Brassard and Crepeauproved a similar theorem for the case where theprover is assumed to run in polynomial time.In our paper, we consider versions of zeroknowledge proofs[GMR] which do not contain anyinteraction. As with oblivious circuit evaluation,completely noninteractive zero-knowledge proofsare impossible to accomplish in the informationtheoretic sense (unless BPP = NP). Indeed, it isnot at all clear that the notion of a completely non-interactive zero-knowledge proof is even viable: Ifa veri�er is convinced by a proof, he can give itto someone else, who should be equally convinced.This is true even in the cryptographic scenario.However, Blum, Feldman, and Micali [BFM]havePage 2



achieved in the cryptographic scenario what is per-haps the closest thing to a completely noninteract-ive zero knowledge proof system for NP. Theyonly require the two parties to agree on a shortrandom string. Furthermore, this string can be re-used essentially for the lifetime of the two parties.Naturally, their protocol is not zero-knowledge inthe information theoretic sense. As a corollary toresults by [F] and [BHZ], it is impossible to havestatistically zero knowledge proofs, even with in-teraction, forNP unless the polynomial time hier-archy collapses.1.4 Main Results.1.4.1 Results outlined in this abstract.Theorem 1: Let OT be a protocol which imple-ments oblivious transfer. There exists a protocolwhich, using OT as a subprotocol, implements ob-livious circuit evaluation.Theorem 2: Using OT, there exists noninteract-ive zero-knowledge proofs for NP, which rely onno preprocessing or complexity theoretic assump-tions.:(De�nitions for oblivious circuit evaluation andoblivious transfer may be found in section 2.1.)1.4.2 Further applications of our work.Our theoretical investigation into the power of ob-livious transfer have already yielded some spino�s.We have been able to use our techniques to provetheorems in models which do not assume an OTsubprotocol. In one case, we have been able toprove an unconditional theorem, in another wehave been able to easily weaken an intractabilityassumption.Theorem 3: UsingOT, any single or multiproverinteractive proof system can be converted into azero-knowledge interactive proof system.:Ben-Or, Goldwasser, Kilian, and Wigder-son[BGKW] show how to implement OT in thetwo-prover scenario, and thus, as an application oftheorem 3, prove a theorem without any assump-tions. The proof of Theorem 3 is sketched in thatpaper.Aesthetically, it is nice to be able to compart-mentalize the intractibility assumptions one makes

in a proof. By reducing a large number of proto-cols to a simple primitive, new implementations ofthe primitive automatically give new implement-ations of the more complicated protocols. Thistechnique can used to simplify proofs of protocolresults for the cryptographic model. For example,a recent paper by Chaum, Damgard, and vande Graaf gives the following theorems about two-party protocols(they primarily consider the multi-party scenario):Theorems[CDG]: Suppose that the quadraticresiduosity problem is hard. Then there exists aprotocol for oblivious circuit evaluation in whichone of the player's inputs is protected informa-tion theoretically. Furthermore, IP is in zero-knowledge.:Since there is a protocol due to Fischer, Micali,and Racko� [FMR] that implements OT based onthe assumption that factoring is hard, and whichprotects one player information theoretically, The-orems 1 and 3 immediately imply a version of thistheorem, based on the di�culty of factoring. 1Finally, for applications in which the numberof rounds of communication is important, the fol-lowing lemma may be of use.Lemma 4: Let f be an NC1 circuit. Using OTThere exists an oblivious ciruit evaluation protocolwhich uses only a constant number of rounds.:1.5 Techniques Used.In the proof of Theorem 1, we use several standardtricks:Protocols for Commitment, Consistency: Aclassic protocol in cryptography is one in whichsome player, Alice, sends a representation B(b; r)(where r is a random string) of a bit b to anotherplayer, Bob. Bob cannot determine b by himself,but with the help of Alice, he can at some later timeverify that Alice really meant to send the repres-entation of b, and not �b. This is known as com-mitment. In some cases, Alice may not want toreveal what bits were represented by B(b1; r1) orB(b2; r2), but may wish to prove that b1 = b2.This is known as consistency. Using oblivious1It should be noted, in fairness to [CDG], that despite itsreliance on the quadratic residuosity assumption, much ofits technique is very general. There is some overlap betweenthe techniques used in this paper and those in [CDG].Page 3



transfer, we develop a protocol which allows Aliceto commit a set of bits, X = fx1; : : : ; xng, alongwith a zero knowledge proof of some NP predicateon X.The equivalence of oblivious transfer and 1-2 oblivious string transfer: We use theorems ofCr�epeau[C2] and Brassard-Cr�epeau-Robert[BCR]that together imply we can assume the followingprimitive: Let Alice have two strings S1 and S2.Using OT, there is a protocol whereby Bob canselect exactly one of these strings, without learn-ing anything about the other, and without Aliceknowing which string he selected.A theorem of Barrington: In our proof ofLemma 4, we use Barrington's result that NC1languages are recognizable by a special clss ofbounded-width branching programs.1.6 Outline of the PaperWe do not have space to give more than a sketchof our protocols, and informally argue that theyhave the desired properties. In section 2, we givethe de�nitions necessary to understand the state-ment of our results. In section 3, we develop aprotocol for bit commitment with zero-knowledgeproofs, and use it to outline a proof of Theorem2. In section 4, we give an outline of our proof ofTheorem 1. In section In sections 5 and 6, we giveacknowledgements and references.2 De�nitionsIn this section we de�ne oblivious transfer, 1-2oblivious transfer with strings, and oblivious cir-cuit evaluation. We also give a formal dei�nitionof width 5 permutation branching programs, �a laBarrington[B], and a randomized representationfor branching programs.2.1 Protocol De�nitionsOblivious Transfer: In this protocol, Alice has asecret bit, b. At the end of the protocol, one of thefollowing two events occurs, each with probability12 . (1) Bob learns the value of b.(2) Bob gains no further information about thevalue of b (other than what Bob knew before theprotocol).

At the end of the protocol, Bob knows whichof these two events actually occurred, and Alicelearns nothing.Less formally, we can view this protocol as onein which Alice sends a letter to Bob, which arrivesexactly half the time.1-2 Oblivious String Transfer: In this pro-tocol, Alice has two strings, S0 and S1. Bob hasa selection bit, s. At the end of the protocol, thefollowing three conditions hold.(1) Bob learns the value of Ss.(2) Bob gains no further information about thevalue of S1�s.(3) Alice learns nothing about the value of s.Less formally, Alice has two secret strings. Bobcan select exactly one of them, and Alice doesn'tknow which secret Bob selected.Oblivious Circuit Evaluation: In this protocol,Alice has some secret, i, and Bob has some secret,j. Both have agreed on some circuit f . At the endof the protocol, the following three conditions hols.(1) Bob learns the value of f(i; j).(2) Bob learns no further information about j(other than that revealed by knowing i, f(i; j)).(3) Alice learns nothing about i or f(i; j).2.2 Width 5 Permutation Branch-ing Programs and their repres-entation.We can de�ne width 5 permutation branching pro-grams in the following manner.De�nition: A width 5 permutation branchingprogram M of length k, with inputs x1; : : : ; xn isa tuple (P; V ), de�ned by� : f1; : : : ; kg � f0; 1g ! S5V : f1; : : : ; kg ! f1; : : : ; ngwhere S5 is the group of permutations on 5elements. Informally, � designates the permuta-tions at each level of the branching program, andV designates which variables are being lookedat. We can de�ne the evaluation of this program,M (x1; : : : ; xn) byM (x1; : : : ; xn) = E(�(1; xV (1))� � � ���(k; xV (k))):Page 4



where E(x 2 S5) is equal to 0 if x is theidentity permutation, and 1 otherwise. For con-venience, we hereafter refer to width 5 permuta-tion branching programs as W5PBP's. A classictheorem of Barrington[B] states that any booleanfunction in NC1 can be computed by a poly-nomial length W5PBP. In fact, we can requirethat (�(1; xV (1)) � �(2; xV (2)) � � � � � �(k; xV (k))always evaluates to the identity permutation, orsome �xed �nal permutation f .2.3 Randomizing W5PBP's.We can randomize the permutations � of aW5PBP in the following manner. Let vector~R = [r1; : : : ; rk�1], where ri 2 S5. Given someW5PBP M = (�; V ), we de�ne MR = (�R; V ),where �R is de�ned by�R(i; j) = r�1i�1�(i; j)ri;where 1 � i � k; j 2 f0; 1g, and r0; rk arede�ned to be the identity permutation. This ran-domized representation is useful because it is faith-ful to the original W5PBP. Evaluating the ran-domized W5PBP yields the same permutation asevaluating the original.3 Commital and Zero Know-ledge Proofs.Commital protocols may be informally describedas follows. Consider two players, A and B. PlayerA wishes to bet on a boxing match, and B is abookie who has connections with the Chicago un-derworld . Player A is willing to place his bet withB, but does not want B to be able to �x the matchagainst her. Player B, on the other hand, is notwilling to accept A's bet if it is placed after thematch is over. A commital protocol allows playerA to place her bet in such a way that B does not�nd out what it is until the match is over.Commital protocols have an initial commitphase and a later decommit phase. A inputs somevalue x to the commit phase, which B learns noth-ing about during the protocol. In the decommitphase, B learns x, and is convinced that x wasindeed the input to the protocol.Commital protocols have proven very useful inthe theory of zero knowledge proofs [GMW1, BC]

and secure multiparty communication[GMW2,CDG, BGW, CCD]. Unfortunately, all of theseimplementations of commital protocols are eitherbased on cryptographic assumptions, or only workin the multi-party scenario. Indeed, informationtheoretic commitment/decommitment cannot beimplemented in the two-party scenario. In thissection, we show how, given an oblivious transferchannel, one can implement a very strong com-mital/decommital protocol. As well as committinga set of valuesX = fx1; : : : ; xkg, player A can alsogive a zero knowledge proof of any NP statementabout X. Individual values, xi, may be decom-mitted without compromising the security of anyvalues which have not been decommitted. Boththe commital and subsequent decommital phasesof the protocol are noninteractive.3.1 A simple commital protocol us-ing oblivious transfer.As a building block, we use the following simpleprotocol, due to Cr�epeau[C], for commiting asingle bit, b. Here, p is the probability that a bittransmitted by the oblivious transfer channel is re-ceived, and k is the security parameter.Simple-Commit(b,k,p)A picks a random ~bc = b1; : : : ; bk, subject tob = b1 � b2 � � � � � bk. A send ~bc to B throughthe oblivious transfer channel (with transmissionprobability p). We denote as ~b0 the vector thatB actually receives through the oblivious transferchannel. Vector ~b0 is of type f0; 1;#gk, where thesymbol # denotes a bit that was not received.Simple-Decommit(~bc;~b0; k)A sends ~bc = b1; : : : ; bk to B through a clear chan-nel. If ~bc and ~b0 disagree on any of their de�nedbits, then B aborts the protocol. Otherwise, Bcomputes b = b1 � b2 � � � � � bk.We now analyze the performance of the aboveprotocol. Ideally, we would like the probabilitythat playerB can recover b after the commit phase,and the probability that player A can cause B tocompute a bit other than what she originally com-mitted, to both be equal to 0. These goals arealso impossible to acheive, even with an oblivioustransfer channel, but we can approximate the idealcase su�ciently for our purposes. Using simpleprobablity, we can show the following lemma.Lemma 3.1: At the end of Simple-Commit(b; k; p), the probability that B can re-Page 5



cover b is pk. In Simple-Decommit(~b0; k; p)Theprobability that A can cause B to recover di�erentbit than what she committed is at most 1� p.:The probability that B can \cheat" can bemade exponentially small by using a su�cientlylarge security parameter k. The probability thatA can successfully cheat can be made exponen-tially small by running several parallel commitalprotocols on the same bit. For this paper, we viewexponentially small probabilities as being equival-ent to 0 for all practical purposes.We now show how to enhance this protocol,giving A the ability to prove satements about thebits it is committing. To do this, we �rst introducethe notion of permutation randomizers, permuta-tion condensors, and permutation tableaus.3.2 Permutation randomizers, con-densors, and tableaus.De�nition 1 Fix m;n. We de�ne a permut-ation randomizer R 2 Rmn to be an (m(n-1)+1) byn array of permutations in S5, with the propertythat for all i; 0 � i < m and j; 0 � j < n � 1, thefollowing two constraints hold.1. If k 6= j; j + 1, thenRi(n�1)+j;k = Ri(n�1)+j+1;k.2. Let l = i(n� 1) + j. Then,Rl+1;jRl+1;j+1 = Rl;jRl;j+1Thus, if row i(n � 1) + j(0 � i < m; 0 � j <n�1) of a permutation randomizerR, is of the formp0; p1; : : : ; pn�1, then row i(n�1)+j+1 will be ofthe form p0; p1; : : : ; pj�1; p0j; p0j+1; pj+2; : : : ; pn�1.De�nition 2 Let S = s0; : : : ; sn�1 be a sequenceof elements of S5. We de�ne the distributionRmn [S] as the uniform distribution on fRjR 2Rmn ; (8i; 0 � i < n)R0;i = sig.The distribution Rmn [S] is simply the uniform dis-tribution on permutation randomizers whose �rstrow is equal to S.De�nition 3 Fix n = 2k. We de�ne a permuta-tion condensor C 2 Cn to be a k + 1 by n ar-ray of permutations in S5, subject to Ci+1;j =Ci;2jCi;2j+1.

We may view a permutation condensor as acomplete binary tree, where the permutation as-signed to each interior node of the tree is equal tothe product of the node's two children.We can combine these permutation random-izers and permutation condensors into a single en-titiy, which we call a permutation tableau.De�nition 4 Fix m and n = 2k. We de�ne apermutation tableau T 2 T mn to be an orderedpair (R;C), where R 2 Rmn , C 2 Cn, and C0;i =Rm(n�1);i for 0 � i < n.De�nition 5 Let S = s0; : : : ; sn�1 be a sequenceof elements of S5. We de�ne the distributionT mn [S] as the uniform distribution onfT jT = (R;C) 2 T mn ; R 2 Rmn [S]g3.3 Properties of permutation ran-domizers, condensors, andtableaus.The following lemmas establish the basic proper-ties we require of our permutation tableaus. Theirproofs are all elementary, and are ommitted. First,we have the following invariance properties.Lemma 3.2: Let R 2 Rmn . Then for 0 � i; j;�m(n � 1), �nl=1Ri;l = �nl=1Rj;l: 2:Lemma 3.3: Let C 2 Cn. Then for 0 � i; j � k,�n=2il=1 Ri;l = �n=2jk=1 Rj;l: 2:As a consequence of these lemmas, all the rowsin a permutation tableau will multiply out to thesame value. In particular, if we have T = (R;C) 2T mn [S], where S = s0; : : : ; sn�1, and n = 2k, thenCk;0 = s0 � � � � � sn�1:Next, we have the following randomization prop-erty. Page 6



Lemma 3.4: Let i � j + (n � 1), and let R bechosen fromRmn [S], where S = s0; : : : ; sn�1. Thenrows Ri and Rj will be distributed uniformly, sub-ject to nYl=1Ri;l = nYl=1Rj;l = nYl=1 sl: 2:In other words, we can view R as a randomizingprocess which, after a su�ciently many stages,completely scrambles a sequence of permutation,leaving only the product of the elements invariant.Another useful property of permutation random-izers is their columnwise independence.Lemma 3.5: Let (c1; : : : ; cl) be a set of columnindices. Let S = s0; : : : ; sn�1, and R 2 Rmn [S].The joint distribution of columns Rc1 ; : : : ; Rcl willdepend only on sc1 ; : : : ; scl . 2:Thus, if it is impossible to determine anythingabout si from knowing sc1 ; : : : ; scl, it is impossibleto determine anything about si from knowingRc1 ; : : : ; Rcl. Finally, we have the followingcheckability condition for permutation tableaus.Lemma 3.6: Fix m and n = 2k. Let T 0 =(R0; C0), where R0 is an m(n� 1)+ 1 by n matrix,and C0 is a k+1 by nmatrix. If T 0 is not in T mn [S],then there exist four positions in T 0 such that noT 2 T mn [S] agrees with T on all four positions. 2:In other words, one can expose a bad tableau byrevealing only four of its elements. This is simplybecause the property of being a valid tableau fora permutation sequence can be expressed as a listof local constraints, each of which refer to only asmall number of elements.3.4 A commital protocol which al-lows zero knowledge proofs.In this section we outline our commital/zero know-ledge proof protocol. This protocol allows one tocommit a set of bits X = fx1; : : : ; xng, along witha zero knowledge proof of any NP predicate onthese bits. For example, one could give a zeroknowledge proof that the bits of X represent aprime number, without revealing any extra inform-ation about X. First, we give a commital/zeroknowledge proof protocol which works for predic-ates in NC1. We then use a simple trick to expandour protocol to cover general NP predicates.

Our commital protocol uses the same repres-entation for bits as does Simple Commit. Thatis, each bit xi is represented as a sequence of bits,xi = xi;1 � � � � � xi;k. We denote by [X] the mat-rix xi;j so chosen. Let P be any NC1 predic-ate on X. We denote by P 0 the correspondingpredicate on [X], . Clearly, P 0 is also in NC1.Thus, there is a W5PBP MP 0 = (�; V ) of sizem = 2l � (nk)c, for some c, which evaluates P 0on [X]. Note that we can pad the branching pro-gram to force the length of M to be a power of2. We also require that m � nk, which is alsoeasily acheived by padding. Since [X] is a two-dimensional matrix, we have function V be of typef1; : : : ;mg ! f1; : : : ; ng � f1; : : : ; kg. This de-viation from the de�nition given in Section 2 ispurely notational. The following notation is usefulin the exposition of our protocol.De�nition 6 Let [X] be a boolean n by k matrix,xi;j, and let M = (�; V ) be a W5PBP on [X],of length m = 2l. We de�ne S(M; [X]) as thesequence s1; : : : ; sm, where si = �(i; xV (i)).We now describe our new protocol.Strong-Commit(X;P;k)Let X = fx1; : : : ; xng. Let P 0;MP 0 = (�; V ) bede�ned as above. Let m be the length of MP 0 .Player A picks an n by k random matrix [X], sub-ject to xi = xi;1 � � � � � xi;k. Let S = S(M; [X]).Player A then picks a random tableau T 2 T m2m [S].Player A then sends ([X]; T ) to player B, us-ing an oblivious transfer channel which transmitsa bit with probability 1=m3. As with Simple-Commit, We denote by ([X0]; T 0) the message ac-tually received by B.Strong-Decommit(i; [X]; [X0])A sends row Xi = xi;1; : : : ; xi;k to B through aclear channel. If there is any discrepancy betweenrow Xi and [X0], then B rejects. Otherwise, Bcomputes xi = xi;1 � � � � � xi;k.Check-Proof([X0]; T 0;MP 0 )Let T 0 = (R0; C0), MP 0 = (�; V ), and m = 2l. Re-call that entry x0i;j of [X0] may or not be de�ned.Elements R0i;j and C0i;j may be fully de�ned, un-de�ned, or partially de�ned (some but not all ofthe bits were received). For the checking pro-tocol, partially de�ned entries are considered to beunde�ned. Player B makes the following checks,wherever all the elements involved are de�ned.� If k 6= j; j + 1, then Ri(n�1)+j;k =Ri(n�1)+j+1;k. Page 7



� For q = i(m2 � 1) + j,Rq+1;jRq+1;j+1 = Rq;jRq;j+1� Ci+1;j = Ci;2jCi;2j+1� C0;i = Rm2(m�1);i� R0;i = �(i; xV (i))� Cl;0 6= I, the identity element of S5.If any of these conditions are violated, then B re-jects the proof. If no visible violations occur, thenB accepts.3.5 Properties of the strong com-mital protocol.We now argue that the commital protocol de-scribed above is indeed a commital protocol, andfurthermore gives a zero knowledge proof of de-sired assertion. It is not hard to sow that A cannotcheat e�ectively.Lemma 3.7: The probability that A can causeB to recover a bit other than what was originallycommitted is at most 1� 1=m3.:Proof: In order to trick B, A must make oneof the bits in her decommital transmission incon-sistent with the corresponding bit in her commitaltransmission. This inconsistancy will be detec-ted if B received the original bit in the commitaltransmission, which will happen with probability1=m3. 2Lemma 3.8: The probability that A can cause Bto accept an incorrect proof is at most 1�1=m84.:Proof: In order to trick B, A must eithergive him an inconsistent tableau, or a consistenttableau in which Cl;0 = I (corresponding to anonaccepting branching program). However, us-ing Lemma 3.6, we have that in either case, thereis a set of 4 positions in the tableau, which if re-vealed would expose A. Each position takes only 7bits to encode. If all of these 28 bits are receivedby B, which will occur with probability 1=m84,then A will be exposed. 2The probability that A can cheat, oncebounded away from 1, can be made exponentiallysmall by the trick of running the commital protocolmany time in parallel for each bit committed.

We now wish to show that B gets no signi�cantextra information from [X]0 and T 0. We �rst showthat, with probability close to 1, B will receiveless than k bits of [X] and T . Using elementaryprobability, we can prove the following lemma.Lemma 3.9: The probability of B receiving morethan i bits is at most c=mi, where c is some abso-lute constant.:For the rest of this section, we consider only thecase where B receives only k� bits, which, for klarge, will be the case almost all the time. We alsoconsider a slightly harder model, where B can des-ignate ahead of time, Q = q1; : : : ; qk�1 positions,either from [X] or T , to be looked at. We allow Bto see the entire contents of [X] and T in each ofthese positions. Clearly, if B receives no signi�c-ant information in this model, he will not receiveany signi�cant information in the model where hisviews are possibly incomplete, and randomly loc-ated. We will show that B's best strategy is equi-valent to looking at k � 1 locations of [X], whichtells him nothing. To formalize this notion, weintroduce the following de�nition.De�nition 7 Let [X] be an arbitrary bit-commital matrix chosen by A. Let Q =q1; : : : ; qk�1 be a set of positions (either posi-tions in the bit-commital matrix, or positions inthe tableau). We de�ne V iew([X]; Q) to be thedistribution of views B sees, obtained by choos-ing tableau T according to the Strong-Commitprotocol, and sending B the values of [X] andT = (R;C) at the position speci�ed by P .We now sketch a proof that, for any choice ofQ, one can realize the distribution V iew([X]; Q),given the ability to query k � 1 bits of [X].Using a pigeonhole argument, we can show thefollowing lemma.Lemma 3.10: For any position set Q of size k�1,there exists some i such that rows Ri; Ri+1; Ri+mof the randomizer R are not looked at by Q. 2:This \gap property" turns out to be very usefulin realizing V iew([X]; Q). We can break our viewinto two sections, as follows.De�nition 8 We denote by Q>i those positionsof Q which fall into row Rj, for j > i, or fall intoC. We denote by Q�i those positions of Q whichfall into row Rj for j � i, or fall into [X]. Page 8



If i has the property that Ri; Ri+1; Ri+m are notlooked at by Q, we get the following useful decom-position of our simulation problem. Using Lemma3.4, we see that rows Ri+m; Ri+m+1; :::; and thedistribution of C are independent from [X] androws R0; : : : ; Ri�1. Thus, V iew([X]; Q>i+m) isa �xed distribution, not dependent on [X], andindependent of V iew([X]; Q� i. We can sim-ulate V iew([X]; Q>i+m) by picking uniformly asimulated row, Ri+m, subject to the constraintRi+m;0�� � ��Ri+m;m�1. We can then esily simu-late the distribution of rows Ri+m+1; Ri+m+2; : : :,and C. Now, we can trivially simulate any peeksinto this region of the tableau, since we have sim-ulated the entire section of the tableau. Note thatthis simulation doesn't even require any queries to[X].We now have to simulate V iew([X]; Q�i. We�rst note that R is picked uniformly from Rmn [S],where S = s1; : : : ; sm = S(MP 0 ; [X]). Letc1; : : : ; cl be the set of columns mentioned in P . Itsu�ces to simulate the joint distribution of thesecolumns. By Lemma 3.5, we have that the jointdistribution of columns Rc1 ; : : : ; Rcl depends onlyon sc1 ; : : : ; scl . However, si depends only on xV (i),where MP 0 = (�; V ). Thus, we can simulate anyl requests from Q� i to look at position R, withat most l queries to [X]. Finally, each request byQ� i to look at [X] can be directly \simulated"by making a simple query to [X].Of course, making k� 1 queries to [X] doesn'tallow B to guess the value of any of the originalxi's, which are represented as the exclusive or ofk bits of [X], any better than by pure chance.3.6 Zero knowledge proofs of NPstatements.We can trivially extend our commital protocol,which allows NC1 predicates to be proven in zero-knowledge, to yield a protocol which allows oneto prove arbitrary NP predicates. We can allowpeople to commit bits they have no intention ofrevealing, but which can be used in the zero know-ledge proof. This allows one to prove predicateswhich are in nondetermnistic NC1, by committingthe values of the \nondeterministic" inputs to thecircuit, along with the bits one is actually using.Note that nondeterministic NC1 contains NP .

3.7 Noninteractive zero knowledgeproofs of NP.The machinery built up in this section yields The-orem 2 as a simple corollary. Given some x 2 L,where L is a language in NP, one can commit aset of bits w, along with a proof that w is a wit-ness for x. Note that protocol Strong-Commitis noninteractive.3.8 Oblivious DecommitalAs a last, simple trick of this section, we notethat one can combine the strong committal pro-tocol with that of oblivious string transfer to geta protocol for oblivious decommital of strings. Inthis protocol, A commits a set of strings, alongwith a zero knowledge proof for some property ofthese strings. At some later point, A may o�erto decommit one of two strings for B. be to Bchooses which string he wishes A to decommit.At the end of the protocol, player A decommitsthe string B selects, but doesn't know which oneshe has decommitted.4 Reducing Oblivious CircuitEvaluation to ObliviousTransferIn this section, we sketch how to perform oblivi-ous circuit evaluation using oblivious transfer as agiven subprotocol. This reduction proceeds in twosteps. First, we show a constant round reductionfrom oblivious NC1 evaluation to oblivious trans-fer. We then reduce oblivious circuit evaluation tooblivious NC1 evaluation.Caveat: As this is an extended abstract, we donot even pretend to give complete constructions,much less formal correctness proofs (this wouldtake tens of thousands of bytes). This sectionshould be viewed as a statement of results, withsome hints at the techniques used.4.1 A protocol for oblivous NC1 cir-cuit evaluation.The main technique used for oblivious NC1 cir-cuit evaluation is the use of randomized branch-ing programs, as discussed in Section 2. There isPage 9



a simple protocol which works in the friendly butcurious model. This model assumes that both par-ticipants follow the protocol, but may later try toderive extra information based on what they see.Given some NC1 booleanfunction f(x1; : : : ; xn), of which player A knowssome of the arguments, and player B knows therest. First, players A and B decide on some ca-nonical W5PBP for f , of size k, which we denoteby M f . Player A then picks M fR, a randomizedrepresentation of M f , uniformly at random. Forall i, 1 � i � k, such that A knows xV (i), A sendsover �R(i; xV (i)). For all i, 1 � i � k, such thatB knows xV (i), A and B invoke the 1-2 oblivi-ous string transfer subprotocol. Player A's twosecrets are �R(i; 0) and �R(i; 1). Player B selects�R(i; xV (i)).At this point, we wish to make the followingthree claims.� Player B can now compute f(x1; : : : ; xn).� Player B does not learn anything moreabout A arguments to f (other than whathe learns by knowing f(x1; : : : ; xn)),� Player A learns nothingPlayer B can compute f(x1; : : : ; xn) by simplymultiplying all the permutations, and seeing ifthey give the identity or the \accept" permutation.Player A learns nothing, since she learns noth-ing from the 1-2 oblivious transfers with strings.We now wish to informally argue that PlayerB learns nothing more than f(x1; : : : ; xn)). LetV iewB(R; x1; : : : ; xn) be a random variable onwhatB learns in the protocol, namely �R(i; xV (i)).It is not hard to show that V iewB can be gener-ated simply by knowing the values of those vari-ables which B knows, and knowing f(x1; : : : ; xn).In the full paper, we give an explicit constructionfor this distibution.Finally, if we can obliviously evaluate an NC1boolean circuit, we can easily convert this into aprotocol for evaluating general NC1 circuits.4.2 Dealing with malicious players.The above protocol does not work against mali-cious players. For one thing, A is taking B's wordthat he is the permutations he selects are consistent

with a partial variable assignment. Also, B is tak-ing A's word that the permutations he is receivingcorrespond to a randomized W5PBP. We do nothave to worry about A getting any information.However, we do have to worry about B cheatingand getting information, and about A cheating soas to manipulate the outcome of the protocol.It is easy to prevent B from cheating. Insteadof allowing B to pick seperately the permutationscorresponding to one of his variables, and thus pos-sibly pick an inconsistent set of permutations, wehave him pick all the permutations correspondingto that variable. The more serious problem is howto keep A honest. However, using the machineryof section 3, this can be taken care of in an almostautomatic fashion. We can require B to commithis branching program, and his choice of permuta-tions, along with a zero knowledge proof that theycorrespond to the correct branching program, anda legal variable assignment. We then replace allthe olivious transfer protocols with oblivious dee-commital protocols.3.2 Reducing Oblivious Circuit Evaluationto Oblivious NC1 Circuit Evaluation.Here we give a brief idea of how to solve the generaloblivious circuit evaluation given the NC1 case.First, we note that one can break up a depth d(n)circuit into s(n) = O(d(n)= logn) \slices" whichare NC1 circuits. Slice 1 takes as input the ori-ginal inputs to the circuit, and slice i takes as in-puts the outputs of slice i � 1. This suggests thefollowing idea. Have A and B simulate slice 1.Once B knows the output of slice 1, he possessesall the inputs to slice 2, and can continue on fromthere by himself. This scheme does not work forobvious reasons: knowing the outputs of slice 1gives one extra information.The solution to this problem is use an ideafrom [BGKW], that of encrypted conversations.Encrypting conversations is a general technique,by which conversations in which all the results ofintermediate computations are encrypted in an in-formation theoretic sense. Thus, B gets no in-formation from them. Furthermore, he is forcedto input the results from step i of the computa-tion to the input of step i+ 1, thus simulating theoriginal conversation. There is, however, a con-sistency checking system built in, which insuresthat A must faithfully simulate the conversation,or be caught by B.Using encrypted conversation, one can \hide"the output of stages 1 through s(n)-1, and only seePage 10



the output of the last stage. Hence, we can chopthe circuit up into NC1 chunks, and solve themsuccessively.Wait a minute!At this point, an embarrassing circularity arises.We invoke this magical method of hiding the res-ults of intermediate computations. This technique,we claim, is the key idea needed to make ourtheorem go through. However, if one consults[BGKW], one �nds that the conversation encryp-tion technique presupposes oblivious circuit eval-uation! However, one can implement all requiredroutines for encryption, decryption, and handlingcapsules in NC1. Hence, our subprotocol for ob-livious NC1 circuit evaluation is su�cient. 2An earlier proof of Theorem 1, and a di�er-ent proof based on the techniques of [CDG], givesnearly as strong a theorem, but requires asymptot-ically more rounds of communication. Our tech-niques randomize on the level of entire NC1 cir-cuits, rather than on single gates, which gives anO(logn) \speedup" in the number of rounds weuse. Due to its very \fast" implementation, andthe power of NC1, Lemma 4 may be of independ-ent interest in protocol design.4.3 The nature of our simulators foroblivious circuit evluation.We do not have space here to include the explicitconstruction of the simulator for our oblivious cir-cuit evaluation protocol. Instead, we will brieydiscuss some of the more interesting properties ofthe simulator, and how it can be incorporated intoother proofs in a hierarchical fashion. This simpli-�es the construction of simulators for higher levelprotocols which use our oblivious circuit evalu-ation protocol as a subroutine.We actually must construct two simulators:One which interacts with player A, proving thatA learns nothing, and one which interacts withplayer B, proving that B only learns the outputof the circuit. The simulator which interacts withplayer A in the oblivous transfer protocol is relat-ively straightforward. The more di�cult task is toconstruct a simulator which interacts with playerB.2The result in [BGKW] still requires the ability to per-form general oblivious circuit evaluation. The reason forthis is that a polynomial time veri�er is being simulated,which may not be anNC1 computation. In our application,each intermediate computation is also in NC1.

We must address how the simulator simulatesoblivous transfer. We assume that the simulatorhas a communication line which obeys the trans-fer condition, but does not obey the obliviousnesscondition. Speci�cally, the simulator knows whichbits were actually received by the other party. Forour oblivious transfer protocol, the simulator tellsplayer B which bits it received, and what their val-ues are, so this is easily accomplished. In protocolswhere oblivious transfer is itself implemented as asubprotocol, this \nonobliviousness" condition forthe simulator must be established as a seperatepart of the construction.Our simulator for oblivious circuit evaluationbehaves in the following manner. Suppose the cir-cuit computes f(i; j), where B knows j. It �rst in-teracts with party B, simulating player A, withoutany speci�cation of what the value of i and f(i; j)are. At some point, it determines what B's inputnumber j is, if B indeed obeyed the protocol su�-ciently to de�ne such an input. If B's behavior didnot de�ne any input, the simulator can continuethe conversaton by itself. Otherwise, the simulatorcan report the value of j to some controller, whocan at that point decide what the value of f(i; j)should be, and give this value to the simulator.The simulator can then complete the conversation.This behavior corresponds to our notion of howa simulator for oblivious circuit evaluation shouldbehave, and has the added bene�t of making iteasy to incorporate this simulator into simulatorsfor larger programs.Finally, our simulator has the interesting prop-erty that it never \backs up" the veri�er. Morestandard simulator results, even those for perfectzero knowledge protocols, often assume that thesimulator can restore the veri�er to an earlier statein the protocol. For instance, it might at time t inthe protocol, send the other party a 1, �nd outlater that this leads to a situation where it can-not simulate the conversation anymore, back upto time t, and send the other party a 0. In thecase where the other party is a polynomial timebounded Turing machine, this is not unreasonable.However, there are classes of players where thisis not the case. If, for example, player B has afriend who will compute exactly 17 discrete logar-ithms for him, then \backing up" simulator con-structions no longer show zero knowledge. It maynot be possible to \back up" B's friend, who isotherwise unwilling to compute more than 17 dis-crete logs. Thus, we can use, and prove results for,a much more general de�nition of zero knowledge.Page 11
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